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Don't let the title fool you this is not just a book about a supernatural prison or prisoners although a

group of the prisoners play a large part in this story.This is one of the best YA novels that

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve read this year! I read it in a matter of hours and finished it without stopping and

immediately downloaded the second book.I love dragons, but this book has so many magical

creatures that it amazing. The author describes them all in detail, but you are never overwhelmed

because the writing flows so smoothly. The characters are well-drawn and the scenes so detailed

you can almost smell the scents.The Compasses are amazing, at first I thought that was a

nickname because they were quads but each had different looks, abilities and traits and the always

have JessaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s back from all four directions; but is actually their last name.Then

thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Jessa whom is a super strong, feisty, independent alpha wolf shifter. I did

think that the author over reiterated this and other some other of her traits. Also while I hate insta

love, I also hate love triangles and I can already see one is coming between two of the brothers and

Jessa.As a supernatural you would think she would be more in tuned and know that she should take

the warnings in her dreams seriously and not let her emotions and pack instincts about family

override her good sense.Even though there are things that I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t like, the things I

did like outweigh them by far and this is one series I will follow unless the series is drawn pout to the



point that it is beyond monotonous and trite.5/5 STARS: **I want to thank the author and/or the

publisher for providing a copy of this book via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review; all

opinions are mine.**

I am an avid reader, but lately I have be struggling with finishing the books I start. I completely lost

interest in the story halfway theough or sometimes after the first few capters. Thank the stars I found

Jaymin Eve! I loved Dragon Marked so much. You get ction, intrigue, magic, gorgeous quad

brothers, a sexy supreme powerful magician, and one of the most important parts of any good

fantasy, a strong, kickass yet relatable protagonist. There is just so much that I could obsess over

with this book. I cannot wait to elves into the remainder of the Supernatural Prison series. I need

more of the Compass brothers.

Alright, so yes.... this book.. my first thing is: WHEN DOES THE NEXT ONE COME OUT!!! I did not

realize that this series was just started when I picked up this book (and then barely put it down,

because I had to read it, it was very entertaining). So, yes, that is probably my only real negative

about this book, that I NEED MORE! So, about the book it self without spoilers because, well you

need to read the book yourself, but it is about a shifter named Jessa (or Jess Babe, as the

Compasses call her), which they are four hunky supes as well (dragon shifter, fey, vampire, and

wizard). The Compasess are four brothers (quad), and they are powerful and deliciously protective

in their own rights. Anyways... ya so this story is about Jessa and her relationships with her men in

her life and how they overcome obstacles and trials. It has references to food, sex, and more food,

as well as fighting and action. I do not recall if there is any "language" but it can be violent, but no

worse than you see on prime time television or the 7 o clock news.Overall I enjoyed the book, and I

am waiting for more... I am looking into checking out her other books to see if I can get into those as

I have this one. Did I mention I want more, cause dude... what happens next!!! ;) ENJOY! If you like

shifters, vampires, magic, and things that go bump you should give this book a go! ENJOY!

Jessa and the quads sucked me right in and hooked me on this series! The tension and banter

between the main character, Jessa, and the four supernatural members of her little pack is fun and

lighthearted. The five of them attempt to solve the mystery of the dragon marked being held in a

prison their community is designed to protect. This book sets up the series nicely and I was grateful

the next book was available to pick up as soon as I finished it!Braxton, Maximus, Tyson and Jacob

are great characters and I hope to see them develop even more. The introduction of Louis adds



nice tension and I look forward to learn more about his role in the storyline. Really love the strong

connection between Braxton and Jessa! Parental warning: There is foul language and sexual

situations.

This book was a spectacular beginning to a new spin on the paranormal genre that I found utterly

fascinating and could not put down. The book starts out mildly introducing the characters and their

relationships while throwing in enough drama to pique your curiosity. Then it explodes from there

into this tale of excitement, love, betrayal, and adventure. Jessa is an independent, alpha female

that is surrounded by dominant males as protectors and her best friends. Her best friends being her

protectors are in no way, shape, or form due to her inability to protect herself. Jessa is tough, take

charge, and as alpha as they are. Oh and these delicious alphas are quadruplets. Braxton is her

closest friend and confident. He is swoon-worthy. He protects her while not limiting her

independence or dominance. Maximus is just as amazing and protective of Jessa as Braxton. I'm

not sure which I love more. Tyson and Jacob are sweet and gentle with Jessa while being scary to

everyone else. I could go on all day about the brothers, but why ruin the experience for you. I highly

recommend this series. It is my newest addiction in the YA paranormal genre.
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